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Sara Eco door leaf is an innovative solution for creative interior design with the use of "invisible" doors. This unique construction gives 
possibility to finish surface of door leaf in the colours of the walls.

CONSTRUCTION OF SARA ECO DOOR LEAF COMPRISES OF:
Aluminum door frame, "invisible" after assembly process, build in the wall or overlayed with sheets of plaster board. After detailing 
process, only visible part is rebate of the door frame, prepared for future painting, e.q. in the colours of the walls.
non- rebated panel construction door leaf is available in two finishing options:

 wide surfaces of door leaf are primed and ready for painting or paperhanging (e.q. in the colour of the walls). Edges of the leaf are 
covered with a paintable edge band. Painting is to be done at one-s discretion or optional choose painted decor.

 The wide surfaces of the door leaf are covered with DRE-Cell or 3D foils, the edges of the door leaf are covered with a edgeband in the 
color of the foil (except for the colors: antique copper and concrete oxide).

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE WITH PRIMER
 ventilation undercut 
 tubular chipboard in standard 202 
 tubular chipboard in standard 220 
 tubular chipboard in standard 240 

STANDARD OPTION
 door leaf frame made of softwood
 sockets for 2, 3 or 4 ISTAR concealed hinges
 stabilising insert "honeycomb"
 magnetic lock for simple key, for bathroom lock, for cylinder lock 
or economic lock

AND PAINTED
 ventilation undercut 
 plastic ventilation grille 
 aluminum ventilation grille 
 dropping seal 
 tubular chipboard in standard 202 
 tubular chipboard in standard 220 
 tubular chipboard in standard 240 

The price of the door frame also includes 2, 3 or 4 concealed hinges.
Note: in option with stabilising insert as tubular chipboar, in standard 
202 it is required to use 3 hinges. 

* decor with a door leaf edge in black colour
**while stock last 
*** decor available only in horizontal wood grain
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Dimensions of non-rebated door leaves
standard H hw H0
202x 2020 2020 2068 2075
220X 2200 2200 2248 2255
240X 2400 2400 2448 2455

height dimensions of rebated doors
standard H* Hw * H0 *
202x 2030 2030 2078 2085
220X 2210 2210 2258 2265
240X 2410 2410 2458 2465

Dimensions of the door leaf width Sara Eco 2
S A C D

"60" 620 605 701 710
"70" 720 705 801 810
"80" 820 805 901 910
"90" 920 905 1001 1010

"100" 1020 1005 1101 1110

S - door leaf width
A - width of passage in door frame unit
C - external width of door frame
D - required width of wall passage
H - the height of the door leaf

Hw - external height of the door frame
H0 - height of the wall passage
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Dimensions of the door leaf width Sara Eco 2
S A C D

"60" 620 605 701 710
"70" 720 705 801 810
"80" 820 805 901 910
"90" 920 905 1001 1010

"100" 1020 1005 1101 1110

* - Applies to rebated doors
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